MISSING PERSON

If you have information about the whereabouts Monica Hartnett, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at **203-797-4611**

**MONICA HARTNETT**

*Age 57*

**Female, White, 5’2” wgt 100 eyes Bro hair Bro**

LKA **Brookfield Danbury Area**  Hartnett was last seen in the Danbury area in 2003.

DPD Case #14-38683
MISSING PERSON

If you have information about the whereabouts of Lavinia Lalos, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at **203-797-4611**

Lavinia E. Lalos
Age 11

Female, White, 4’5” wgt 75 eyes Bro hair Bro
LKA 10 Haddad Drive Danbury CT  Lalos has been missing since 09/25/2012. Lalos maybe with her mother Sandra Goncalves age 48 in Brazil.
DPD Case #12-8385
MISSING PERSON

If you have information about the whereabouts, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at 203-797-4611

MERY RAQUEL ACOSTA MAITA
Age 22

Female, Hispanic, 5’0” wgt 150 eyes Bro hair Bro
LKA 21 Thorpe Street Ext. Danbury  Acosta has been missing since 06/06/2011. Has been known to use the name Maricruz Ramirez-Ceron.
DPD Case #11-05279
MISSING PERSON

If you have information about the whereabouts of Vitor Moreira, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at **203-797-4611**

VITOR MOREIRA
Age 31

Male, Hispanic, 5’10” wgt 170 eyes Haz hair Blk
LKA 11 Douglas Drive Danbury. Moreira was last seen on 03/01/2011.
DPD Case #11-02063
If you have information about the whereabouts of Edivano Ribeiro, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at 203-797-4611.

EDIVANO RIBEIRO
Age 44

Male, Hispanic, 5’7” wgt 150 eyes BrO hair Black
LKA 22 New Street Danbury CT Ribeiro has been missing since 02/10/1996
DPD Case #96-6179
If you have information about the whereabouts of Kelley Zanon, immediately contact the Danbury Police Department at 203-797-4611.

ZANON, KELLEY
UNKOWN D.O.B.

Female, Hispanic, 5’7” wgt 130 eyes Brn hair Blk
LKA 5 Down Street Danbury CT  Zanon has been missing since 02/08/2006. Zanon has a spider tattoo on her left shoulder.
DPD Case #06-1555